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Explore Thailand & Southeast Asia with
Local Experts
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Where to go?
Ayutthaya
Bangkok
Near Bangkok
Chiang Mai
Near Chiang Mai
Chiang Rai
Hat Yai & Songkhla
Hua Hin & Prachuap Khiri Khan
Kanchanaburi
Khao Yai & Nakhon Ratchasima
Koh Samui & Surat Thani
Pattaya & Chonburi
Phuket
+44 more cities
Phnom Penh
Siem Reap
Battambang
Kampot
Mondulkiri
Manila
Cebu
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon)
Hanoi
Bali


ExploreGo


Get Inspired
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Tours Available Tomorrow
[image: ][image: 1-Day Unlimited Tuk Tuk Rides and Transfer (Bangkok Old Town)]

Bangkok

1-Day Unlimited Tuk Tuk Rides and Transfer (Bangkok Old Town)


★★★★★★★★★★
(373)

08:30 - 18:30


THB 399.00/person
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Not Exactly What You’re Looking For?
Customize existing trips the way you want or even tell us where you want to go! We’ll find a Local Expert to take you there.
Send Request


Travel Products
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[image: Learn unique stories & Experiences]What’s a Day Like 
with TakeMeTour?
Unlike others, all tours are led by true Local Experts. They’ll open your eyes to see much more than what your typical guidebooks suggest. Book any tour & be one with the locals. It’s a lifetime experience you simply can’t find anywhere else!
Tell me more 



Popular Destinations
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Traveler's Reviews
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★★★★★★★★★★

I loved! Best tour in Bangkok! We went to river tour Amphawa! Very fun! Than to the train market and we ride the train! Perfect! Tommy is an amazing guide!
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★★★★★★★★★★

Ben was an amazing tour guide for the floating markets and train markets. He took great photos, guided us to the best shops and lunch. I highly recommend this tour!
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★★★★★★★★★★

Alice was great! She asked us what kind of food we liked, what we didn’t like, if we had any allergies, and made great decisions based on that! We were full by our third stop, and walked it off as Alice gave us a tour of China town and explained the history! We had a great time!
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★★★★★★★★★★

It was a very enjoyable experience. Opart was so friendly and knowledgeable. I did the tour before and loved it and I wanted to do it again for my family to have the same experience and they were thrilled. I definitely recommend this tour to anyone specially if you go with Opart.
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★★★★★★★★★★

Amazing trip on the Dai Inthannon. Kiki was à very great guide.
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★★★★★★★★★★

Great trip, my family was very happy. Thank you :)
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★★★★★★★★★★

Great trip.  I love to get away from the things that many tourists too and have memorable experiences. This day gave me that and also some great food.
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★★★★★★★★★★

Great day out
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★★★★★★★★★★

We had a very good tour with your excellent tour guide Ms Paramapanot Kaewnon.

She made the trip interesting and memorable because of her expertise in demonstrating and explaining the history, culture, mode of dressing and everything that makes the place spectacular.

Moreover she have a wonderful ability to make people feel at ease. We greatly appreciate her. 
Thank you for such a great tour!
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